
SeaForYourselfco
PLASTIC FREE ALTERNITIVES TO

EVERYDAY ITEMS 



Hello, I'm Coren!

I am the founder of SeaForYourselfco an eco-conscious brand selling plastic
alternatives to everyday travel items .

In 2018 travelling across Bali in search of beautiful scenery and coastlines and I
soon became aware of the extent plastic pollution is having on our planet. Bali
really was the first place to open my eyes to this issue of plastic pollution. 

Returning home I looked at my own single use plastic consumption and I was
shocked by the amount I had thrown away while travelling.

About us
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Bamboo
Cutlery
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Sustainable 
Biodegradable 
Recyclable 
Compostable

My bamboo cutlery is the perfect plastic
free alternative for traveling, camping or
daily life. Keep your sustainable cutlery in
your bag, lunchbox or car ready for any
meal on the go. 

My bamboo cutlery comes in a handy
cotton pouch with 8 designs to choose
from. Keeping your cutlery sanitary on
the go. 



The Collection
BY SEAFORYOURSELFCO
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My Pitch 
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Social media is at the forefront of my branding and marketing strategy and I understand that people buy from people. I
have been sharing my plastic pollution journey on social media to show that small changes away from plastic can have a
big impact. I am keen to lead the way in providing plastic free alternatives to single use items and promote a positive
message for SeaForYourselfco. 

With the law changing around single use plastic cutlery, now is the perfect time to offer a sustainable alternates. My
products have the purpose of fitting into your handbag in a neat cotton pouch ready for any meal on the go. How many
times can you say you have you forgotten a fork from home? With our bamboo cutlery this will not happen again.

760
Instagram Followers

www.seaforyourselfco.com

237
Website Subscribers 

5736
TikTok Followers

@seaforyourselfco @seaforyourselfco



Bamboo
Toothbrush

Sustainable 
Biodegradable 
Recyclable 
Compostable
PBT Bristles 

Our bamboo toothbrush is the perfect
way to continue your plastic free journey.
Take your bamboo toothbrush travelling,
overnight or on the go with our handy
cotton pouch. 

Our bamboo toothbrush comes with
either medium or hard bristles in a
choice of natural or charcoal infused,
catering for everyone's dental needs. 
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Featured in 
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Customer Reviews 
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E-mail Coren@seaforyourselfco.com

Website www.seaforyourselfco.com

Phone 07714824408

Contact us
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Faire https://www.faire.com/brand/b_txjq4544t2


